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Deeply peaceful, gently uplifting electronic music - a radiant realm of angelic choirs, crystalline bells and

otherworldly ecstasy. 6 MP3 Songs NEW AGE: New Age, ELECTRONIC: Ambient Details: THE BEAUTY

WITHIN by Benjamin Bernstein will transport you into a radiant realm of angelic choirs, crystalline bells

and otherworldly ecstasy. It features almost an hour of deeply peaceful instrumental soundscapes,

realized through the gentle magic of synthesized sound. Its lyrical melodies and refreshing harmonies are

ideal for focused listening, blissful inner journeying, bodywork, yoga or just plain relaxing! The Beauty

Within has received many glowing reviews. Here are some excerpts: All Music Guide (4-star review)

"Impressive...an excellent inner-journeying tool...The peaceful, lyrical melodies project a radiance that will

enhance any relaxation activity." Time And A Word Magazine "Majestic ... accentuates the best healing

and meditative qualitites of the genre ... the whole album magically soars and glides, and will absolutely

appeal to fans of ambient spacemusic forerunners like the Eno brothers or Steve Halpern. Spirit of

Change Magazine "Masterful ... adds a whole other dimension to healing and bodywork, meditation or

living space ... a transformational, spiritually evocative atmosphere." The New Times "Will most assuredly

connect you with the love, and beauty, that is within." Aurora Rising Magazine "Exquisite...an overall

feeling of shimmering peace...allows the doors of inner space to open. Each of the compositions is

beautifully written and well performed, and features an interesting melody with evocative and enticing

progressions and arrangements. A gentle journey for meditation, relaxation or reflection...a blissful

musical experience. Heartsong Review "This expressive, tender music...reveals a precious, subtle magic

that will awaken the beauty within you...an exquisite soundspace of sublime and delicate beauty...a light

space music essential." NAPRA Review "Flowing ... gently introspective ... serene ... when it was over I

felt incredibly refreshed. Electronic music at its finest." PJ Birosik, New Age Retailer "Exceptional ... like
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eavesdropping on the Divine consciousness! A sacred space of absolute peace and contentment ...

represents all that is best about traditional New Age music." From the Artist I feel that the music on THE

BEAUTY WITHIN communicates a deep, transcendent peace, as do the hundreds of people who have

given me their feedback. Used as background, it creates a serene, calming ambience, and has even

been proven to calm down hyperactive children and nervous pets! Used as foreground, it can be used

either for deep relaxation or for inner meditative journeying. It is consistently peaceful throughout, ideal for

meditation, yoga, massage, or any similar activity -- but remains musically interesting due to its lyrical

melodies, unusual chord progressions and timbral variety. Each composition was lovingly crafted to uplift

the spirit while still engaging the brain. This music flows from the beauty within me, with the hope that it

will help awaken the beauty within you. About the Artist Benjamin Bernstein - now better-known as the

acoustic singer/songwriter/guitarist BenJammin' (BJBmusic.com) --studied music at the University of

Oklahoma, including composition training under Michael Hennagin (a student of Aaron Copland).

Influenced by the meditation-based spiritual path he began following in 1979, Benjamin was drawn to

electronic music as a means to express deep inner peace and expanded consciousness through music.

The Beauty Within is the result.
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